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The viscoelastic behaviour of 1–3 piezocomposites with different volume fractions and bulk
piezoceramics is studied under thermal environment subjected to electrical loading. Experiments
are conducted to measure the temperature dependent effective properties based on IEEE standards
and time dependent thermo-electromechanical response of 1–3 piezocomposites and piezoceramic
subjected to high cyclic electrical loading under elevated thermal environment. The temperature
dependent effective properties are predicted using the proposed numerical model based on
unit cell approach and implemented into the viscoelastic model to predict the time dependent
thermo-electro-elastic effective properties. The predicted effective properties are incorporated in
a finite element based 3-D micromechanical model to predict the time dependent thermoelectro-mechanical performance behaviour of 1–3 piezocomposites. Comparison between the
experiments and simulations shows that this model can reproduce the characteristics of time
dependent non-linear electromechanical response under thermal environment. It is observed that
the variation in fiber volume fraction and elevated operating temperature has a significant influence
C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
on the response of the 1–3 piezocomposites. V
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4903287]
I. INTRODUCTION

Piezoelectric materials, such as lead-zirconate-titanate
(PZT) compositions, have been used in underwater and
biomedical transducer applications for many years. These
materials were often limited by the brittle characteristics
which can cause premature failure, high acoustic impedance, and were difficult to apply for large area coverage due
to poor hydrostatic mode response.1 To overcome the limitations of piezoceramics, piezocomposite materials were
made by combining piezoceramic with epoxy polymer.2 1–3
piezocomposites with piezoelectric rods (one dimension)
embedded in a passive polymer matrix (three dimension)
are more attractive due to tunable acoustic impedance and
tailor made electromechanical properties.3 Since 1–3 piezocomposites exhibit enhanced properties compared with
piezoceramics, it gained the attention of researches to
understand the characteristics of 1–3 piezocomposites materials for sensor and actuator applications.
Several experiments have been conducted and reported
in the literature to understand the nonlinear behaviour of
piezoelectric materials.4–6 Constitutive models based on
macromechanical and micromechanical approach to predict
the performance of piezoceramics under complex loading
conditions were reported.7–10 Studies related to the influence
of polymer matrix on the electromechanical response of
piezocomposites were also performed.11–13 A two-level thermodynamic based micromechanics theory for domain switching in 1–3 piezocomposites was proposed to predict the
orientation dependency of the electromechanical coupling
behaviour of the composite system.14 A micromechanical
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model has been developed to evaluate the effective properties
of piezocomposites and the effect of viscoelastic matrix on
the overall behaviour has also been studied.15,16 The orientation dependency of PZT fibers in the electromechanical
behaviour of 1–3 piezocomposites has been measured by conducting bi-axial/polarization rotation electrical loading test.17
Displacement Discontinuity Method (DDM) has been developed, assuming there is no fiber-to-fiber interaction, to evaluate multiple interface cracks in 1–3 composites.18 A unit cell
approach has been developed to predict the effective properties for 1–3 periodic fiber composites.19
Literature review shows that studies related to time dependent electromechanical response of 1–3 piezocomposites
under elevated thermal environment are necessary to assess
the serviceability of these materials. Hence, an attempt has
been made to measure the temperature dependent effective
properties and the time dependent performance behaviour of
1–3 piezocomposites under electrical loading condition
experimentally. The temperature dependent effective properties are evaluated numerically using the commercially available finite element software ABAQUS and it is incorporated
into a viscoelastic model to predict the time-temperature dependent material properties. A 3D finite element based micromechanical model is developed which takes into account the
viscoelastic behaviour (duration of exposure to the external
load) of 1–3 piezocomposites under the influence of temperature for different fiber volume fractions subjected to high
cyclic electric field. The simulated results based on the proposed model will be compared with the experimental data.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION

The temperature dependent material properties are mandatory to develop a material model and to optimize the
116, 214103-1
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III. PREDICTION OF TIME DEPENDENT
THERMO-ELECTRO-ELASTIC EFFECTIVE
PROPERTIES FOR 1–3 PIEZOCOMPOSITES
A. Numerical formulation

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of experimental set up.

device design for applications involving elevated thermal
environments. Experiments are conducted to measure the
temperature dependent effective material properties (C, e, j)
for bulk PZT and 1–3 piezocomposites. Test samples are
kept inside a thermal chamber to provide uniform heating;
based on IEEE standards,20 the thermo-electro-elastic effective properties are measured using impedance analyzer
(Waynekerr 6505B).
The experiments are also conducted on poled 1–3 piezocomposites (80%, 65%, and 35% PZT fibers) and bulk
piezoceramics (100% PZT) to measure the time dependent
electric displacement and longitudinal strain subjected to
bipolar cyclic electric field along the fiber direction (poling
direction) under elevated thermal environment. The schematic representation of the specimen holder and experimental set up to measure electric displacement and strain is
shown in Figure 1. The specimen is kept in a specially
designed thermal holder which is filled with silicone oil
bath to provide uniform heating and to prevent arcing at
high electric field. Infrared thermometers (CT-SF22-C3)
from micro-epsilon are used to control the heater temperature and to monitor the specimen temperature. The triangular bipolar signal generated using function generator is
amplified to 62.5 kV using high voltage amplifier at 1 Hz
and is given as input to the test specimen. The electric displacement and strain are measured using modified SawyerTower circuit21 and laser vibrometer (Polytec NLV-2500),
respectively, and data are recorded for 300 cycles with
DAQ card (NI 9215). The experiments are carried out for
various temperatures ranging from 27  C to 100  C. The
experimental dielectric hysteresis and butterfly hysteresis
results of 1–3 piezocomposites exhibit a time dependent
thermo-electromechanical response; refer Figure 2. The
presence of epoxy polymer influences 1–3 piezocomposite
to exhibit the viscoelastic phenomena under the influence of
temperature.

A numerical model has been proposed to predict the
temperature dependent effective properties for all combinations of volume fraction of 1–3 piezocomposites. The
Representative Volume Element (RVE) is modeled using the
finite element tool ABAQUS with a single fiber embedded in
a homogeneous matrix, which is capable of predicting the
ten effective material constants of 1–3 piezocomposites;
refer Figure 3. Finite element mesh is created with eight
node hexahedral linear piezoelectric elements, where each
node is allowed a total of four degrees of freedom, with three
translational or displacement (Ui) degrees of freedom and
one electric potential ð/Þ degree of freedom. Using the material parameters for the individual constituents (Table I) and
applying appropriate boundary conditions, refer Table II, the
effective properties of the composite can be found out. The
standard ABAQUS thermo-elastic eight-node thermally
coupled brick, trilinear displacement and temperature
(C3D8T) element are used to evaluate effective thermal
expansion coefficients (i.e., a11,a33). Due to the limitations
of thermo-electro-mechanically coupled element in
ABAQUS, the pyroelectric constant (p3) cannot be calculated from FE analysis. In order to calculate this constant,
the model based on Green’s-function method and perturbation theory22 is used. The thermo-electro-elastic effective
properties of 1–3 piezocomposites are measured experimentally and compared with the proposed temperature dependent
numerical model. Figure 4 shows the variation of effective
stiffness constant (C), piezoelectric-stress constant (e), and
dielectric permittivity (j) as a function of temperature and
the variation of thermal expansion coefficient and pyroelectric constant with the fiber volume fraction using the proposed numerical approach. The predicted results from the
numerical model are compared with the measured data for
the different fiber volume fractions to validate the model and
they show a good agreement.
B. Viscoelastic solid model to predict the time
dependent thermo-electro-elastic material parameter

The effective properties obtained from numerical model
are implemented into the viscoelastic solid model to predict
the time dependent thermo-electro-elastic effective properties. The time dependent linear constitutive equation of 1–3
piezocomposite is given as

FIG. 2. Experimental results showing the time-temperature dependent electric displacement and longitudinal strain of 100% (a) and (b) and 65% (c) and (d)
PZT fiber subjected to cyclic electric field at 100  C.
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FIG. 3. RVE for the idealized micro structure of 1–3 piezocomposite.

Di ¼ jtik ðhÞEk þ etikl ðhÞekl þ pi Dh;
rij ¼

Ctijkl ðhÞekl



etkij ðhÞEk

 kij Dh;

(1)

where rij, ekl, Ej, and Di are the stress tensor, strain tensor,
electric field vector, and electric displacement vector, respectively. Ctijkl ðhÞ; etijk ðhÞ, and jtij ðhÞ are the time and temperature dependent stiffness tensor, piezoelectric-stress tensor,
and permittivity tensor, respectively. pi denotes pyroelectric
constant and kij is referred as thermal-stress coefficient.
The experimental results show that the slope of dielectric and butterfly loop (Figure 2(b)) increases with increase
in time. From the slope, permittivity and piezo-electric coupling coefficient can be calculated which shows an increase
in trend with respect to time. In order to take into account of
the time dependent material property for all fiber volume
fractions, the three models, namely, Kelvin-Voigt, RC, and
piezo coupling models are chosen to predict the viscoelastic
behaviour of mechanical, electrical, and coupled properties,
respectively.
The time dependent mechanical material parameter is
obtained by using Kelvin-Voigt model,23 where a dashpot
and spring are connected in parallel to predict the viscoelastic behaviour as shown in Figure 5(a). To represent the
dielectric constant as a time dependent material property, a
RC model is proposed in which the resistance (R) and capacitance (C) are used to obtain the dielectric permittivity. The
resistance is the dissipative element analogous to the dashpot

TABLE I. Material properties of constituent phases in piezocomposites
(source: www.smart-material.com).
Material constants
C11 ¼ C1111
C12 ¼ C1122
C13 ¼ C1133
C33 ¼ C3333
C44 ¼ C4444
e31 ¼ e311
e33 ¼ e333
e15 ¼ e113
j11
j33
a11
a11
p33

Units

PZT5A1

Epoxy

(GPa)
(GPa)
(GPa)
(GPa)
(GPa)
(C/m2)
(C/m2)
(C/m2)
(nF/m)
(nF/m)
(106/  C)
(106/  C)
(l C/m2/  C)

129.3
91.6
87.1
116.8
9.7
2.7
19.2
5.5
17.3
16.4
8.53
2
600

3.9
1.68
1.68
3.9
2.2
0
0
0
0.04
0.04
60
60
0

and capacitance is the storage element analogous to the
spring in the Kelvin-Voigt model. The resistor and capacitor
are arranged in series (Figure 5(b)) leading to the differential
equation describing the time dependence material parameter
as in Kelvin-Voigt model. The RC model analogy has also
being extended to obtain the piezoelectric coupling constant
wherein the spring and dashpot are considered to be a piezoelectric element as shown in Figure 5(c), which exhibits coupling between mechanical and electrical domains.
In general, Kelvin-Voigt model will not take into
account of initial/instantaneous values. However, 1–3 piezocomposites exhibit instantaneous (i.e., at t ¼ 0) effective
properties. In order to take into account of the instantaneous
0
0
ðhÞ; j0ij ðhÞ and dijk
ðhÞ), these conmaterial properties (Jijkl
stants are added with the classical Kelvin-Voigt model.
Using RVE, the initial/instantaneous properties are evaluated. Therefore, the time dependent thermo-electro-elastic
effective properties of 1–3 piezocomposites are given as



t
t ð Þ
0 ð Þ
1
;
h ¼ Jijkl
h þ Jijkl
1  exp
Jijkl
ah sch



t
jtij ðhÞ ¼ j0ij ðhÞ þ j1ij 1  exp
;
(2)
ah sjh



t
t ð Þ
0 ð Þ
1
;
dijk
h ¼ dijk
h þ dijk
1  exp
ah sdh
0
0
Jijkl
ðhÞ; j0ij ðhÞ and dijk
ðhÞ are the instantaneous compliance,
permittivity, and piezoelectric effective properties obtained
0
0
ðhÞ ¼ C1
from numerical model (Jijkl
ijkl ðhÞ; jij ðhÞ ¼ jij ðhÞ
0
and dijk
ðhÞ ¼ eijk ðhÞC1
ijkl ðhÞ) and given as input to the visco1
1
elastic model. Jijkl
; j1ij ; dijk
; sch ; sjh , and sdh are time dependent compliance, permittivity, piezoelectric constant, and the
relaxation time constants, respectively, obtained from
experiments; refer Table III. ah is called the shift factor for
viscoelastic materials and is given as


UC1 h  hg
;
(3)
log ah ¼
UC2 þ h  hg

where UC1 and UC2 are the universal temperature constants
for polymers (UC1 ¼ 17.4; UC2 ¼ 51.6 K),24,25 hg is the reference temperature or the glass transition temperature of the
epoxy polymer (hg ¼ 125  C) and h is the operating temperature which varies from 27  C to 100  C. The simulated time
dependent thermo-electro-elastic material parameters for
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TABLE II. Boundary conditions and calculation of thermo-electro-elastic effective coefficients.
Boundary condition
BC 1
BC 2
BC 3
BC 4
BC 5
BC 6

All surfaces

X

Xþ

Y

Xþ

Z

Zþ

Effective properties

/¼0
/¼0
/¼0
U¼0
U¼0
U¼0

U1 ¼ 0
U1 ¼ 0
U3 ¼ 0
/¼0
/¼0
…

U1þ ¼ 1
U1þ ¼ 0
U3þ ¼ 1
/¼1
/¼0
…

U2 ¼ 0
U2 ¼ 0
U2 ¼ 0
/¼0
/¼0
…

U2þ ¼ 0
U2þ ¼ 0
U2þ ¼ 0
/¼0
/¼0
…

U3 ¼ 0
U3 ¼ 0
U1 ¼ 0
/¼0
/¼0
…

U3þ ¼ 0
U3þ ¼ 1
U1þ ¼ 1
/¼0
/¼1
Dh ¼ 1

C11, C12, C13, e31
C33, e33
C44, e15
j11
j33
a11, a33

FIG. 4. Numerical and experimental results showing the variation of effective stiffness, piezoelectric constant, dielectric permittivity, thermal coefficient, and
pyroelectric constant of 1–3 piezocomposites as a function of temperature and fiber volume fraction.

35% PZT fiber are shown in Figure 6. With increase in temperature from 27  C to 100  C, the relaxation time of the ept
oxy polymer decreases. These material parameters Jijkl
and
t
t
t
dijk are appropriately inverted to obtain Cijkl and eijk , which
will be utilized in developing a micromechanical material
model taking into account the viscoelastic behaviour.

IV. NON-LINEAR VISCOELASTIC MATERIAL MODEL

The 3D micromechanical model is developed based on
the assumption that unit cell of 1–3 piezocomposites possesses tetragonal crystal structure. Below the Curie

TABLE III. Time dependent effective material properties of 1–3
piezocomposites.
PZT
Material constants
1
(1012
Jijkl
1
jij (nF/m)
1
dijk
(pC/N)

FIG. 5. Schematic representation of viscoelastic model: (a) mechanical
(Kelvin-Voigt), (b) electrical (RC), and (c) coupling.

sch (s)
sjh (s)
sdh (s)

2

m /N)

100%

80%

65%

35%

0%

1
1
1
0
0
0

2
1
4
0.25
0.25
0.25

4
2
8
0.6
0.6
0.6

5
3
10
1
1
1

8
5
…
1.3
1.3
…
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FIG. 6. Simulated results obtained from viscoelastic model showing the variation of effective properties of 35% PZT fiber with time and temperature.

temperature (hC), the tetragonal unit cell can orient in six different directions with respect to the crystallographic axes as
shown in Figure 7 and each of them is referred as a variant
or a domain. In this work, each of these six different orientations is represented as a# ¼ 1,….,6 and their respective volume fractions (Kða# Þ ) represent the state of the crystal at any
instant of loading and hence they are considered as internal
variables. When sufficiently large external electric field is
applied, the domain or variants will reorient along the
applied electric field direction which is irrecoverable in nature, referred to as domain switching. Therefore, the nonlinear time dependent thermo-electromechanical constitutive
relations are given as
Di ¼ jtik ðhÞEk þ etikl ðhÞðekl ðhÞ  erkl ðhÞ þ pi Dh þ Dri ðhÞ
rij ¼ Ctijkl ðhÞðekl ðhÞ  erkl ðhÞÞ  etkij ðhÞEk  kij Dh;



t
¼
þ
1  exp
;
ah sjh



t
;
erij ðhÞ ¼ e0ij ðhÞ þ e1ij 1  exp
ah sdh

Dri ðhÞ

D0i ðhÞ



(5)

where D0i and e0i represent the remnant polarization and
strain, respectively, at time t ¼ 0; the parameters sjh and sdh
represent the relaxation time constants for remnant polarization and strain, respectively; refer Sec. III B. To capture the
history dependence of the material, the remnant polarization
and strain are considered to be a function of internal variable
as
Dri ðhÞ ¼

6
X

Kða# Þ Di

6
X

rða Þ
Kða# Þ eij # ðhÞ:

rða# Þ

ðhÞ;

a# ¼1

(4)

where Dri ðhÞ and eri ðhÞ represent the temperature dependent
remnant state of the material. The experimental study on 1–3
piezocomposites shows that the dielectric and butterfly hysteresis (Figure 2) exhibit the time dependent behaviour,
wherein the remnant state of the material (i.e., remnant
polarization and remnant strain) is also found to vary with
time. Since remnant polarization and remnant strain are also
the input parameters for the proposed micromechanical
model, they are also expressed as a function of time to predict the performance of 1–3 piezocomposites. Therefore,
Dri ðhÞ and eri ðhÞ in Eq. (4) are expressed as

D1i

erij ðhÞ

¼

(6)

a# ¼1

At any instant of the externally applied electrical loading
under elevated thermal environment, the volume fraction of
the variant
the consistency conditions
P must satisfy
P
(Kða# Þ  0; Kða# Þ ¼ 1; K_ ða# Þ ¼ 0).
The driving force required for the domains to change
from initial state a# to a new possible state b# in order to orient themselves along the applied external field direction is
derived from first and second law of thermodynamics and
upon imposing appropriate mechanical, electrical, and thermal equilibrium conditions, the driving force for 1–3 piezocomposites is given as
3
6 X
6 2
X
rðb# !a# Þ
rðb# !a# Þ
ðb# !a# Þ
r
De
ðhÞ
þ
E
DD
ðhÞ

qDg
ij
i
ij
i
4|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}5

a# ¼1 b# ¼1

fdrive

K_ b# !a#  0; a# 6¼ b# ;

ð7Þ

where fdrive represents the driving force required for domain
switching from a# to b# state. In this model, the specimens
are subjected to cyclic electrical loading (r ¼ 0; E 6¼ 0), the
fdrive in Eq. (7) is rewritten as
r ðb !a Þ

FIG. 7. Six different variants present in a tetragonal crystal structure of 1–3
piezocomposite.

fdrive ¼ Ei DDi # #
1
tð a Þ
tðb Þ
þ Ei jij # ðhÞ  jij # ðhÞ Ej ;
2

a# 6¼ b# :

(8)
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Once the driving force (fdrive) for transformation system is calculated, it is compared with the critical driving force (fcritical)
to check whether the transformation is active
fdrive K_ b# !a#  fcritical K_ b# !a# ;

a# 6¼ b# :

(9)

When 1–3 piezocomposites are subjected to electrical
loading, the domains orient themselves along perpendicular
(90 orientation) or opposite (180 orientation) to the initial
poling direction. Thus applying appropriate conditions in
Eq. (8), the critical driving force (fdrive) for 90 and 180
domain switching is calculated as follows:
h 
i
1
90
fcritical
¼ Ec D0 ðhÞ þ E2c jtðb# Þ ðhÞ  jtða# Þ ðhÞ ;
2
(10)
h
i
1 2  tðb# Þ
tða# Þ ð Þ
180
ð
Þ
ð
Þ
h ;
h j
fcritical ¼ 2Ec D0 h þ Ec j
2
where Ec, D0(h) are the coercive electric field and temperature dependent remnant polarization, respectively.
The developed switching criteria are implemented into
3D finite element model. The finite element mesh is created
with 125 elements, each element is considered to represent
each crystallite of polycrystalline 1–3 piezocomposites. The
proposed 3D finite element is a eight noded hexahedral element with three mechanical degrees of freedom (ux, uy and
uz) and one electrical degree of freedom (/) with isoparametric natural coordinates given by n, g, f. The element faces are
defined by n, g, f ¼ 61. Each eight noded isoparametric finite
element has 2  2  2 Gaussian integration points used to
compute all necessary volume integrals. The time dependent
effective properties, (Ctijkl ðhÞ; jtij ðhÞ and etijk ðhÞ), are required
as an input for the proposed micromechanical model. These
properties are obtained from viscoelastic model (Ctijkl ðhÞ ¼
t
t
ðhÞ1 ; jtij ðhÞ and etijk ðhÞ ¼ dijk
ðhÞCtijkl ðhÞ) and incorpoJijkl
rated in the micromechanical model via the finite element
framework. A random number generator is used to generate
the crystal axes for all the crystallites and the respective element matrices for the non-linear material model are then
evaluated numerically using the Newton Raphson iterative
method to correct the errors from linearization. The overall
equilibrium equation can be obtained with the residual vector.
Once the equilibrium is achieved, the macroscopic response
of the 1–3 piezocomposites is determined by averaging the
microscopic response of each crystallite. The simulations are
performed for various cycles on 1–3 piezocomposites and the
time dependent effective properties for every time instant are
obtained from viscoelastic model (Sec. III B) and are updated
at the end of each cycle in the micromechanical model. In
this work, the electric field is applied at 1 Hz and the time
dependent effective properties are assumed to be constant for
1 s. The flowchart for the numerical procedure adopted for
simulation is given in Figure 8.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Time dependent thermo-electromechanical
response

The experiments are conducted to study the timetemperature dependent electromechanical behaviour of 1–3

FIG. 8. Computational flow chart for FEM and micromechanical model.

piezocomposites subjected to electrical loading. The cyclic
electric field is applied above coercive field (Ec) at an
elevated ambient temperature to obtain the thermoelectromechanical response. To understand the viscoelastic
response of 1–3 piezocomposites, the measurements are
obtained for various time instants (ranging from 1 s to 300 s).
Figure 9 shows the time dependent behaviour of 35% PZT
fiber subjected to cyclic electrical loading at 75  C. The
dielectric and butterfly loops of 35% PZT fiber stabilize after
25 s. The dielectric and butterfly hysteresis loop of 100%
does not show any time-temperature dependent phenomenon, but 80%, 65%, and 35% PZT fibers show variation
with increase in time and temperature.
Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show that the simulated and
experimental saturation polarization and strain vary with
time at 50  C under cyclic electrical loading. The saturation
polarization and strain of 1–3 piezocomposites vary with
increase in time and stabilize after few cycles depending
upon the fiber volume fraction and temperature. The
increase in polymer content increases the relaxation time
drastically, this can be inferred from 80% PZT fibers taking
less time to stabilize compared with 35% PZT fibers. The
presence of epoxy polymer in 1–3 piezocomposites plays a
major role in exhibiting the time-temperature dependent
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FIG. 9. Experimental (a) and (b) and simulated (c) and (d) results showing the time-temperature dependent electric displacement and longitudinal strain of
35% PZT fiber subjected cyclic electric field at 75  C.

FIG. 10. Experimental and theoretical results showing the variation of saturation polarization and strain of 1–3 piezocomposites subjected to cyclic electric
field for various time instants at 50  C (a) and (b) and for various temperatures (c) and (d).

behaviour. Figures 10(c) and 10(d) show the decrease in
saturation polarization and strain with increase in ambient
temperature. At higher temperature, the domains will be in
the unstable state and vibrate with respect to the mean position in the direction of applied electric field leading to
reduction in the macroscopic saturated polarization and
strain. The developed model is capable of predicting the

time-temperature dependent non-linear electromechanical
behaviour of 1–3 piezocomposites at room and elevated
ambient temperature and is in good correlation with the
experimental results. Hence, the developed model can be
used to simulate the thermo-electro-mechanical response for
any combinations of volume fractions subjected to pure
cyclic electric field.

FIG. 11. Theoretical and experimental results showing the variation of electro-mechanical coupling constant (a), acoustic impedance (b), longitudinal velocity
(c), electromechanical coupling factor (d), hydrostatic piezoelectric coefficient (e), and hydrostatic figure of merit (f) for various fiber volume fractions of 1–3
piezocomposite subjected to cyclic electric field as function of temperature.
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B. Figure of merit under electrical loading at elevated
thermal environment

The figures of merit (FoM) which are used to predict the
reliability of sensors and actuators in underwater and biomedical applications are electromechanical coupling constant (kt), acoustic impedance (Z), longitudinal velocity(vd),
electromechanical coupling factor (kh), hydrostatic coupling
coefficient (dh), and hydrophone figure of merit (dhgh).26,27
In the present work the serviceability of 1–3 piezocomposites in ultrasonic and hydrophone transducers at elevated
ambient temperature is predicted based on the numerical
results and compared with the experimental measurements.
Figure 11 shows the variation of FoM for 1–3 piezocomposites as a function of temperature. The electro-mechanical
coupling constant, acoustic impedance, and longitudinal velocity shows a steady increase with increase in temperature.
The electromechanical coupling factor, hydrostatic piezoelectric coefficient, and hydrostatic figure of merit decrease
with increase in temperature. The output parameters obtained
from this study will serve as the benchmark for device design
using 1–3 piezocomposites for bio-medical, underwater, and
other applications involving elevated temperatures for complex loading conditions.
VI. SUMMARY

The viscoelastic behaviour of 1–3 piezocomposites
subjected to cyclic electric field under elevated thermal
environment is studied experimentally and the thermoelectro-elastic effective properties are measured using resonance based measurement technique. The RVE based
numerical approach using finite element tool ABAQUS and
viscoelastic solid model is proposed to predict the time
dependent thermo-electro-elastic effective properties for different volume fractions. The developed 3D micromechanical
model is implemented into a finite element framework to
predict the time dependent thermo-electromechanical behaviour of 1–3 piezocomposites under cyclic electric load. The
time dependent dielectric hysteresis and butterfly loops are
simulated using FORTRAN for various combinations of
volume fraction of PZT fibers and compared with the experimental results. The results show that the elevated ambient

J. Appl. Phys. 116, 214103 (2014)

thermal environment has an influence on the electromechanical response of 1–3 piezocomposites under pure electrical
loading. This study helps to enhance the design industry by
providing information on various FoM subjected to cyclic
electric field under elevated thermal environment, which can
be utilized to develop piezocomposites for sensor and actuator applications.
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